Fringe field becomes important when one requires more accurate modeling of a ring lattice to study the long-term beam dynamics in storage rings and deal with large aperture magnets in high-intensity proton synchrotrons or accumulator rings. In this paper, a simple expression to calculate the tune shifts due to quadrupole fringe fields is derived by using Lie algebra technique.
I. INTRODUCTION
The effects of fringe fields in magnets have been investigated since a long time. With the fully developed analytical techniques such as Lie algebra [1] and differential algebra [2] , it is convenient to calculate the linear and nonlinear maps for s-dependent magnetic fields such as quadrupole fringe fields [3] [4] . The design of new light sources and colliders require more accurate modeling of the rings to study the long-term beam dynamics. For some proton synchrotrons of high intensity, large magnet apertures also make their fringe fields very important. There have been many studies on the linear and nonlinear effects of fringe field and the field interference between magnets, and much concern has been shown on the fringe field effects on beam dynamics, especially in small rings of a large acceptance [5] .
Fringe field effects are often neglected when people carry out optics design and numerical simulations for large storage rings, where the fringe field extensions are much smaller than the magnet lengths. For these studies, the conventional hard-edge model [6] is usually chosen. That is, the focusing function of a quadrupole is approximated with a stepwise function. This is usually a good approximation for most studies even in small rings. In case that we need to take into account the field change along the optical axis, a more accurate description of the focusing function is to divide the magnet into many segments with each described by the hard-edge approximation [7] .
The focusing function can be obtained from magnetic field measurements or 3D field numerical calculations [8] or analytical calculations [9] . For the convenience of particle tracking, the focusing functions of quadrupoles are often approximated by some specified functions [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Some of these functions reveal the relationships between the focusing function and the magnet parameters, such as length, aperture, etc. Once the focusing functions are known, linear and nonlinear maps can be calculated analytically or numerically.
With respect to the linear effect of quadrupole fringe field, G.E. Lee-Whiting presented an analytic approach using iterating integral equations derived from first-order differential equations [13] . Using this method, the transfer matrix of a quadrupole is calculated by convergent series containing form-factors calculated from field gradient integrals. Numerical checks show that no more than three terms of the series are needed to achieve a high accuracy modeling for a quadrupole with usual parameters. The effective lengths and strengths of quadrupoles are also derived from the form-factors explicitly. Lee-Whiting's method is straightforward and can be applied to any forms of focusing functions.
In Ref. [13] , the transfer matrix of the fringe field region is directly calculated. To calculate lens parameters, quadrupole types with and without flat field regions should be treated differently. The corresponding formulae of matrix elements and lens parameters are a little complicated and the convergence properties are not quite good. In Irwin and Wang's work [3] , fringe field is treated as perturbation on the ideal hard-edged lens and the fringe effects are calculated based on the Lie Algebra technique. Unlike the iterating integration method, the Lie Algebra technique preserves the symplectic properties of transfer matrices. Here, the fringe field is assumed to be anti-symmetric around the edge of a normal hard-edge model (abbr. as H.E. model), and the convergence properties of the method are quite good.
In this paper, we use the Lie Algebra technique similar to the one used by Irwin and Wang to analyze the linear effects of quadrupole fringe fields. The general description of fringe field properties is given in Section II. In Section III, an analytical expression of the tune shift due to quadrupole fringe fields is derived, and the application to a BEPCII (Beijing Electron-Positron Collider, phase II) lattice is presented. In Section IV, the expressions for an equivalent H.E. model for quadrupoles and its simplified version are derived, which is consistent to the one by other authors using an empirical method [7] ; to check the validity of the model, the comparisons between the model and the numerical method are also given.
The fringe field effects of dipoles, the field overlapping or interference effects between magnets, and the nonlinear fringe field effects are beyond the scope of this paper.
II. FRINGE FIELDS OF QUADRUPOLES
Conventional H.E. models are generally used in particle beam optics. For a quadrupole, the quadrupole coefficient and the length are defined as [6] 
( )
where e is the particle's charge, p is the particle's momentum,
is the on-axis field gradient, and 0 G is the peak value. Compared with a conventional H.E. model, a trapezoidal fringe model is more accurate to describe a real field distribution (Fig.1 ). The trapezoidal model is defined as 
where
There are many fringe field functions used to model the smooth-gradient profile in the literature, and one of them is Enge function of 6 parameters [9] . 
Applying Eqs. (10) and (11) to Eq. (9), the tune shift due to the fringe fields of a quadrupole is expressed by the following approximation:
where in α and out α are the values of the α functions at the quadrupole entrance and exit, respectively. Eq. (12) holds in both the focusing and the defocusing planes. Here we notice that K is positive for the focusing plane and negative for the defocusing plane. Eq. (12) also reveals that the tune shift is determined by the magnet properties as well as the optics properties: 1) the quadrupole strength; 2) the fringe field extensions; 3) the beta function variation around the quadrupole entrance/exit.
B. Linear fringe maps calculation based on Lie algebra technique
According to the theory of linear transformation, the coordinates of a charged particle crossing a quadrupole can be described by using differential equation
is the on-axis quadrupole coefficient, x and y are the coordinates in the focusing and defocusing plane respectively. The relation of ( )
The relevant Hamiltonian for Eq. (13) 
Following the method developed by Irwin and Wang [3] , the fringe fields of the quadrupole are treated as perturbations. Thus the Hamiltonian in the quadrupole can be divided into three parts:
the entrance, the body and the exit. Then the s-dependent Hamiltonian (15) is rewritten as 
and ( ) 
where 
Assumed that the perturbation is weak, the generating functions of the linear fringe maps can be calculated using the second-order BCH formulae:
where ( )
[ ] 
. Then we can calculate the generating functions as ( ) 
where [ ] 
The fringe field integrals (FFIs) are defined as 
Eqs. (33) and (34) are the FFIs from the zero-order to the third-order. Here the anti-symmetric assumption of fringe field is abandoned, though it is usually a good one [3] .
From Eq. (32), the perturbation matrix in the focusing plane due to the exit fringe field is 
where we define ( ) ( )
In Eq. (32), the terms Eq. (36) is similar to the treatment in SAD code on quadrupole fringe field. However, the focusing effect by J 3 is neglected in SAD.
The effect of the entrance-side fringe field can be calculated using symmetric conditions. Then we can obtain the whole focal length of an ordinary quadrupole as
This formula is very simple compared with Eq. (27) in Ref. [13] . The correction on the focal length due to the fringe field is mainly contributed by the image magnification term.
Once the correction linear matrix is obtained, the tune shift due to the fringe field can be calculated by using one-turn matrix of a ring: 
where 0 Q is the non-perturbated tune and Q is the tune with the fringe field perturbation.
From Eq. (41), the tune shift due to the exit-side fringe field can be calculated: 
This means that the main part of the tune shift is proportional to the first-order FFIs, weighted by the local α function. Thus, Eq. (42) is consistent with Eq. (12) in the first order, but it contains higher-order terms.
C. Tune shift due to fringe field at BEPCII
To check the validity of Eqs. (12) and (42) For each quadrupole, the working point has been calculated with and without the fringe fields, thus the tune shift due to the fringe fields has been obtained by using Eq. (42). All the tune shifts are also compared with the calculations by using SAD where Eq. (12) is used, and shown in Fig. 3 .
The results agree well except at some strong focusing quadrupoles. When turning on the fringe fields of all the quadrupoles, the tune shift is calculated as (-0.036, -0.040).
The tune shifts of the whole ring were also measured with beam after the closed orbit correction but without the beta function correction. For the same lattice, the measured tune shift is about (-0.065, -0.090). This means that the tune shifts due to the fringe fields calculated by using SAD or Eq. (42) contribute only about half of the measured values. This can be explained by that the fringe fields of the bending magnets and the field interference between the quadrupoles and the sextupoles have also important contributions to the tune shift, which is confirmed by the studies on the magnetic field interference between quadrupoles and sextupoles [18] . R12QSR  R1OQ02  R1OQ03  R1OQ04  R1OQ05  R1OQ06  R1OQ07  R1OQ08  R1OQ09  R1OQ10  R1OQ11  R1OQ12  R1OQ13  R1OQ14  R1OQ15  R1OQ16  R1OQ17  R4OQ17  R4OQ16  R4OQ15  R4OQ14  R4OQ13  R4OQ12  R4OQ11  R4OQ10  R4OQ09  R4OQ08  R4OQ07  R4OQ06  R4OQ05  R4OQ04  R4OQ03  R4OQ02  R4OQ1B R12QSR  R1OQ02  R1OQ03  R1OQ04  R1OQ05  R1OQ06  R1OQ07  R1OQ08  R1OQ09  R1OQ10  R1OQ11  R1OQ12  R1OQ13  R1OQ14  R1OQ15  R1OQ16  R1OQ17  R4OQ17  R4OQ16  R4OQ15  R4OQ14  R4OQ13  R4OQ12  R4OQ11  R4OQ10  R4OQ09  R4OQ08  R4OQ07  R4OQ06  R4OQ05  R4OQ04  R4OQ03  R4OQ02  R4OQ1B 
IV. EQUIVALENT HARD-EDGE MODEL A. Derivations by Lie Algebra Technique
By taking into account the linear effect of fringe fields, some people have proposed modified H.E. models [7, 16, 19] . The key point of these proposals is that the magnetic field is not the flat-top value of a real field distribution but the numerically calculated one based on the equivalent transfer matrix. With these modified H.E. models, they give different parameters for the focusing and defocusing planes. However, these numerical methods do not reveal the relation between the H.E. model parameters and the shape of fringe fields. In this section, an equivalent H.E. model is proposed, which is based on the Lie algebra technique and the perturbation method for the fringe fields.
Given that the focusing function λ λ eq eq eq eq eq eq eq eq eq eq 
For a linear transfer system, there is always 
Equating Eqs. (47) and (44), we obtain ( ) 
One can certainly solve Eqs. (51-52) numerically to obtain eq K and eq L , however, it is also interesting to derive a solution expressed in expanded series. This can be obtained by using an inverse series method. More details are given in the appendix.
According to Eqs. (37-39), let
The parameters A, B, C and D are determined only by the shape of the fringe field, and they are not influenced by [7, 16, 19] .
B. Comparisons between the equivalent hard-edge model and numerical calculations
In this section, we check the validity of the equivalent H.E. model by comparing its results with numerical calculations. For the convenience of calculation and comparison, we use a field contribution described by an Enge function as shown in Eq. (6) 
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This simplified equivalent H.E. model is consistent to the empirical formulae in Ref. [7] , which is accurate enough in most cases.
For a quadrupole with usual parameters, the equivalent H.E. model and its simplified version agree well. This can be seen in Table II where some of the BEPCII quadrupoles are used for the checking. The accuracies on L eq and K eq are in the order of 0.5 mm and 0.002 m -2 ,respectively. (51-52). This will be studied further in Case 4 where a full fringe field distribution is chosen. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
The tune shift due to the fringe fields of a quadrupole has been derived by using the Lie algebra technique, and it is compared with the linear fringe field model used in SAD by using the BEPCII lattice. They agree quite well in the first order, but the former consists of higher orders. Also based on the Lie algebra technique and the inverse series technique, an equivalent H.E. model that uses the derived model parameters. The validity of the model and its simplified version has been checked with a numerical method, and they show very good agreements for a quadrupole with usual parameters and less good agreement for a quadrupole with a very large aperture and a short magnet body.
The method described in this paper can be readily extended to describe the linear effect of a dipole and the nonlinear effect of a quadrupole or a dipole. In most cases, ε<0.1; in the extremity case of a full fringe distribution, ε~0.25. Therefore, in the expanded series, the terms can be truncated to 
APPENDIX: INVERSE SERIES METHOD TO OBTAIN THE EQUIVALENT H.E. MODEL PARAMETERS
Using the similar method, one can obtain the solutions of eq K and eq L from Eqs. (51-52).
